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edNet is a credentialed broadcast
media news bureau on Capitol Hill.
Its crews work alongside broadcast

conglomerates at press conferences and
committee hearings.  

During the last presidential election,
FedNet provided broadcast services from
the Republican and Democratic conven-
tions in Cleveland and Philadelphia, sup-
plying edited video to over 150 newspa-
pers and live video production and cover-
age for dozens of broadcasters from their
broadcast suite and stand up platforms. 

But the scale of its operations wasn’t
always so.

Keith Carney, FedNet founder and
president, had worked for the United
States Senate in the mid-1980s after
graduating from the University of
Maryland with degrees in Political
Science and Computer Science.  

Carney learned early the inner work-
ings of the United States Senate, “the
world’s greatest deliberative body,” as a
computer analyst through work that
included designing, implementing and
maintaining computer systems and net-
works that spanned 100 Members, 75
Committees and subcommittees and
about 300 home offices in every state of
the Union.  
After leaving the Senate to consult with
the telecom industry, and then some
news organizations, Carney identified an
opportunity to get back onto Capitol Hill. 

The large telephone companies were
itching to get into the cable business as
part of a deregulation effort and he was
anxious to help them with public affairs
programming.  

Carney gathered a handful of friends
and family investors to start the company
in 1994.  FedNet’s early services included
providing audio coverage for Bloomberg
and transcripts for Congressional
Quarterly.  

In 1995, FedNet began discussions
with the phone companies (“Baby Bells”)
that included TeleTV, a joint venture
between Bell Atlantic, NYNEX and
Ameritech.  

The Baby Bells had had been itching
to get in the cable business for years and
were using the pending telecom legisla-
tion in Congress as their means. FedNet
was set to begin broadcast trials in mid-
1996 in Baltimore and Atlanta for the new
Baby Bell Public Affairs network.  

Almost immediately after the
Telecommunications Act of 1996 had
passed, in January of that year, Carney
was called to a meeting at the headquar-
ters of TeleTV.  

The headquarters was their video
operation center, a $250 million enter-
prise with a control room that resembled
the bridge of the Starship Enterprise.  
The meeting was arranged to discuss the
upcoming trials, but Carney was
informed by executives that they were
extremely grateful for his efforts but
TeleTV would be shut down immediately
and all scheduled trials cancelled.  

Carney was in absolute shock.
Apparently, the phone companies were
just flexing their muscle during telecom
deregulation. TeleTV was, as described by
one of the meeting participants as, “the
Telecom industry’s half billion dollar
experiment.”  

The staff apologized to Carney, advis-
ing him to please “show yourself out” as
they had to inform over 100 employees
that they were being terminated. Carney
left the office in a daze, walked down the
hall to a door he thought was the exit. It

was the ladies room.
FedNet needed to quickly adapt or

shut down. Carney recognized the
Internet as the place to be. Streaming
audio on the web was just beginning and
the quest to be the “first mover” was on.  

Carney made a call to ICANN, the
manager of internet domains in the early
days, to get a website established.
Carney was asked what his website
would do.  

“Broadcasting Congress over the
Internet” was his reply.   

“Well,” they replied, “You cannot be
FedNet.com. You are a network, so you
need to be FedNet.net.”  

Carney insisted on a “dot com” but
was told take it or leave it. Ironically, dur-
ing the “dot com” bust, FedNet.net, as an
Internet company, was never frowned
upon. So, in early 1996, FedNet was
reborn and the Internet was its broadcast
network.

FedNet built a streaming audio net-
work on weekends while Congress was
on its annual August break. 
Central switching of live events and mul-
tiple encoding servers were designed,
installed and tested. Every hearing room,
press location and the Senate and House
Floors were wired for audio coverage. The
company began in audio on the Internet
because of low rate band modems in the
limited bandwidth available on the nas-
cent Internet at that time.

On September 17, 1996, FedNet
launched the first dedicated news web-
site to provide broadcast coverage of
Congress over the Internet. A bipartisan
press conference was held on launch day.
Rep. Nancy Pelosi (D-CA), later the
nation’s first female House Speaker, then-
Senator John Ashcroft (R-MO) and late
Senator Conrad Burns (R-MT) were in
attendance.  

With emcee support from Adrian
Cronauer (a founding FedNet board
member) of “Good Morning Vietnam”
fame, FedNet’s kickoff was a success and
the small upstart began competing with
billion-dollar broadcasters.  

Senator Burns said the company
would play a role “in this new era of digi-
tal democracy.” News articles appeared
in major newspapers around the country,
and in political and industry trade maga-
zines.  

But not everyone in Washington was
happy with FedNet’s launch. C-SPAN, the
cable industry’s “gift to America” and not
previously interested in the Internet, was
furious.  

C-SPAN’s top brass saw FedNet as a

threat. Shortly after FedNet’s launch
event C-SPAN executives barged into
their webmaster’s offices telling their
staff that they were giving them a quarter
million dollars “to get our web presence
up to date.”  

The Webmaster, who had begged for a
budget from management for over a year,
informed them that he had given his
notice two weeks earlier and his last day
was at the end of the week.   

Criticisms were leveled at the broad-
cast innovator hard and fast. Who was
backing FedNet?  How could a for-profit
company be allowed to do this? 

Big tech investors put up millions to
compete. Coordinated industry groups
tried to attack Carney in the press. C-
SPAN tried legal action against FedNet
(and lost).  

FedNet was living the business adage:
It is the entrepreneurs that take the
arrows so the settlers can move in.  

Struggling to find the right revenue
model, FedNet tried advertising, sub-
scriptions, donations. It wasn’t until 1998,
with impeachment proceedings looming
for President Clinton, when the phone
rang twice in the same day: one call from
The Washington Post, the other from The
New York Times.  

Both wanted to pay FedNet to provide
streaming video of Clinton’s impeach-
ment.  

FedNet had only dabbled in video at
that point. Discouraged by low bandwidth
modems and poor video encoding tech-
nology of the time, Carney and company
almost passed on the opportunity.
However, historic video coverage was a
success and FedNet’s new revenue
model was born.

This was the first of tens of thousands
of events covered encompassing gavel-
to-gavel coverage of the Senate and
House Floor debates and many historic
first broadcasts: inaugurals online, State
of the Union addresses on mobile
screens, Joint Sessions around the
globe, state funerals, even election year
conventions.  

FedNet was broadcasting on 9/11
when planes were crashed into the World
Trade Center towers. Its offices were
located in one of the tallest buildings on
Capitol Hill at the time, so Carney, fearing
an attack on Washington, instructed
camera crews to the rooftop.  

They needed to drop 500 feet of cable
down the stairwell of the thirteen story
building to the basement Operation
Center.  

The Pentagon was hit. From its unique

rooftop vantage point, FedNet continu-
ously broadcast the Capitol and Union
Station as the sites were evacuated while
a column of black smoke arose over the
Pentagon, drifting east towards them.  

Carney recalls joining his crew on the
rooftop. Sirens were non-stop. The famil-
iar sight of aircraft landing and departing
from Reagan National Airport was
absent. The sky was a still, empty, clear
blue.  

A call came up from the production
manager that a plane was reported in
Pennsylvania heading in the direction of
the nation’s capital. Its most likely target
was the Capitol. 

With cameras pointing to the horizon,
suddenly there was a loud boom. Carney
jumped three feet in the air. A fighter jet
streaked across the sky heading to inter-
cept the passenger airliner.  

That fighter jet was sent to take down
that plane to save the Capitol. We all
know Flight 93’s destiny that day.

In the months that followed 9/11,
FedNet began pushing streaming tech-
nology. In 2002, it developed a propri-
etary application and launched a search-
able video database of Congress, the first
and still most successful commercial
subscription service.  

Every speaker, bill number, and time-
coded word uttered on the floors of
Congress became searchable, retrievable
and playable within minutes. The sub-
scription business grew rapidly as mem-
bers’ offices sought subscriptions, and
observers found an exclusive resource.  

In 2007, reCap was sold to reputed
database company and publisher,
Congressional Quarterly.  FedNet works
under contract with CQ to process the
content.

Throughout its history, FedNet has
been providing broadcast video services
in addition to streaming. It has operated
a broadcast studio on Capitol Hill provid-
ing multi-camera professional production
services for news and commercial broad-
cast entities.  

In the field, FedNet produces live
event video productions such as the
multi-city Columbia Shuttle Accident
Investigative Board proceedings from
Houston, Cape Canaveral, Dayton and
Washington, D.C., this  being the official
investigation into the crash of the Space
Shuttle Columbia in 2003.  

“FedNet won an award from NASA for
our coverage, all while serving the public
good,” Carney says.

Today, FedNet continues to provide
daily, gavel-to-gavel, broadcast and
streaming coverage of Congress, as well
as high end searchable databases and
legislative tracking for clients.  

It is one of just two dozen broadcast
news organizations with permanent
broadcast production, encoding and
switching equipment throughout the
Capitol complex. It maintains a robust
fiber optic broadcast and data network
that enables live transmission from any
hearing room, press location and the
Senate and House Floors.   

FedNet’s searchable video archive
boasts every moment of congressional
floor debates since 2002.  FedNet also
serves an internationally accessible
broadcast archive of over 6,000 broad-
cast clips for sale dating back to 2015.
An ever expanding list of clients with an
every growing appetite for high-end
broadcast content leaves FedNet posi-
tioned for continued growth into its next
twenty-five years.  
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FedNet founder Keith Carney (center) and the FedNet team.


